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About This Game

Emporium is a short interactive vignette. Exploring notions of escapism, loss and a fragmented sense of self in the wake of a
personal tragedy.

These pockets of dissonant clarity are a vain effort to find beauty, poetry and reason in one's bleakest and most desperate
moments.

Emporium is a small game lasting roughly 30 to 45 minutes. It has a minimal approach to game play, focusing on visuals and
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audio to build a visceral experience with sporadic dialogue choices leading the narrative.
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Title: EMPORIUM
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Tom Kitchen
Publisher:
Tom Kitchen
Release Date: 21 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Core i5 processor or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 645 OEM or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Not Recommended for Intel integrated graphics cards.
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This game is a lot of fun. However, if you are looking for a long lasting FPS you can get tens of hours on, you won't. I played
through the campaign twice and look at my hours. The campaign is alright, its cheesy at parts, but the voice acting is good. The
guns shoot funny. The description also says its open world, which it isnt. It is very linear. If they mean that in the sense that you
can walk around wherever on the map you are on, then that is correct, but it is definetly not like GTA or Assassins Creed in that
sense.
Overall, It's an okay game, fun while it lasts.. Cute, short and free game for toddlers.. really boring, at least in my opinion. But
easy hundo at least. Mucha Bella. Truly a game to waste time on. To support my case, let me give you important information
about this game:

 It has quite astonishing gameplay; a have fun just coming to it every once and a while

 I'd not recomend the multi as much though; lacks settings.

 good, dark, but good humour (in my opnion)

 A vary nice 9\/10 and props for upgrade bot. . I haven't gotten very far in yet, but I can tell I'm going to love this game!.
Use for massive damage but kills you in the process if not careful worth for massive damages!. well my first play through
of this ended up with me looking into space and thinking to myself "oh, this is just a reall big hallway" so i went down said
"hallway" only to look behind me and find that i was rapidly falling away from the station.

10/10 would aimlessly walk into space again.. Fun but very short, in 2.2 hours I've completed all the monuments (not
perfectly but I don't see myself coming back to improve the scores).
Also the physics is very broken, while placing a part on a perfectly horizontal plane, it would 'ignite' and fly to the moon
with no apparent reason.
It's a fun game especially on coop but very short content and no DLC, even 6 euros is too high imo.. A very nice looking
game and I do like the soundtrack. It's good that new gameplay features appear between medium an hard complexities.
I'd like to see it in VR. This should be amazingly beautiful, as the PC version looks brilliant.

P.S. Now I know how all this stuff inside the cell is called. :). I play this game in normal 2D and its a good blast. Its very
nostalgic with a modern twist to it that brings it up to date without spoiling that old 1980s kind of feel to it. It has good
graphics and sound and decent playability. Its an arcade game through and through so it is what it is and if you can respect
that then you will enjoy this title.

Fair amount of re-playability, I like to play on medium difficulty on medium size maps and I get enough fun out of it. Its a
game that you can keep on coming back to for an hour here an hour there with limited stress factors.

Overall its good fun, worth adding to your games library especially if you like arcade games.
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This game is better than cornflakes. And I like cornflakes.. Full Disclosure: I was provided with a review copy of this game for
YouTube purposes.

Imagine Happy Wheels if it has a simpler premise with the same amount of hilarity. A lot of games try to use strange control
schemes as a way to pull player in, but Piloteer makes the controls work in a quirky, but fun way. The only directions you can go
are up and left or up and right, and like any proper jetback, there are no breaks to speak of. Whether you're completing
challenges or just free flying, Piloteer will always give you something to do and something to laugh at!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f8aGl_sgzwI. I picked this game up because I read so many (oddly placed) comparisons to
Dark Souls. I'm a picky gamer, I like old-school platformers. You'll find this game is perfect if you're like me.. Very well-made
"tank fighting" couch coop game.
The combat and movement feel quite satisfying.
Good quick fun.. This game is fun if you have to queue for other games, you can play it during downtime, its very old school.
Very unforgiving on the pixel contact :D but fluid enough to be very playable. It has 4 characters and 2 difficulty modes for
each so plenty of replay value, challenge your friends etc. One minor tiny complaint I would have is, its very loud on default,
can we get some Sound/Music sliders please sir.. Fun little game, controls could be better.
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